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Abstract -- This paper discusses an harmonic balance 
simulation involving an high power LDMOS device, bias 
circuitry, and matching network. The paper begins with a 
discussion of the device and circuit configuration as well as 
the requirements for simulation. Next the paper describes 
the simulation algorithms and simulator structure in order 
to meet the requirements. PISCES is used as the basis and 
around it are added libraries for harmonic balance 
simulation and circuit boundary conditions. Finally, 
simulation results are presented. The experimental and 
simulated response of the power gain and power added 
efficiency of an RF power amp is shown. 

I. INTRClDUCIlON 
In order to accelerate the design phase of new devices, 

simulation tools provide valuable insight into performance. 
For RF devices. Stanford and HP jointly developed an 
harmonic balance simulator for analyzing a device in the 
frequency domain[ll. However, the performance of RF 
devices is not restricted to intrinsic effects and can depend 
upon parasitics from intcxwmect and packasing as well as 
the matching networks and bias circuitry used to connect the 
device to the rest of the circuit. This paper addresses the RF 
simulation of the external circuit c~mp~nent~ in conjunction 
with the intrinsic device. The paper describes a simulation 
approach and presents an example of practical importance to 
industry. 
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plate reduces the electric fields at the edge of the gate thereby 
increasing the breakdown voltage and reducing cdg 

Surrounding the device are a large number of circuit 
parasitics in addition to the biasing circuitry and matching 
netwarks. Each of these components is represented in block 
diagram form in Fig. 2. Nearest the intrinsic device are the 
parasitics from mkrcomect resistances and capacitances. In 
addition, the package bond wires add inductance. 

Outside the package, the bias circuitry and matching 
networks establish a connection to the Est of the circuit. The 
biasing circuitry is isolated from the inputhutput by 
inductors which block high frequencies while the matching 
networks are isolated with capacitors which block DC. Fig. 3 
and Fig. 4 show the experimental and simulated IV 
characteristics for the device.The device operates with up to 
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Fig 1. LDMOS deviae cross section. 

II. DEVICE AND CIRCUIT STRUCIURE Gate k i n  
B i s s i  Bissmg 
NetwaL Network The device under analysis is an LDMOS device provided 

by Matorola (refer to Fig. 1) [21[31. A laterally diffused 
graded channel enhances RF' perfcmnance, pvents punch- 
through, and inc~ases the device transumductance. A p+ 
sinker camects source and substrate together to eliminate 
extra bond Wires and provide: for a back side umtact. An n- 
LDD deaeases the electric field at the drain side of the 
device and optimizes &(on), BVh. and cdg A metal field fig 2. Block diagram of amplifier circuit including biasing circuitry 

and matchiig network. 
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6V on the gate and 20V on the drain. The PISCES 
simulations, using a local mobility model developed at 
StanfordC41, match the experimental h, vs. Vds curves. 
Under high gate and drain biases, a high current generates 
heat, thus reducing the mobility; however, the device is rarely 
operated in this region. Fig. 4 shows the good agreement for 
the h vs. Vg curves in the linear region (Vd=O.lV) and 
saturation region (Vd=6.0V). 

III. SIMULATOR ARCHlTECWRE 
Stanford and W jointly developed a PISCES extension 

that solves the semiconductor equations in the frequency 
domain (Harmonic Balance Simulation) thus enabling large 
signal sinusoidal simulations. In addition, a mixed circuit/ 
device simulation capability allows the inclusion of circuit 
aspects from parasitics to matching networks was developed 
to complement the harmonic balance solver. 

The harmonic balance approach takes the semiconductor 
equations and assumes periodic solutions given that the input 
signal is periodic or quasi-periodic. Since the device is non- 
linear, integer-multiple combination of harmonics to the 
input frequency(ies) are created. In simulation, the frequency 
list is truncated to some set of N frequencies such that the 
excluded values are insignificant. 

The independent semiconductor variables, \y, n, p , at each 
grid point are represented as shown in (1) where k refers to 
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Fig 3. Simulated and experimental drain characteristics. 
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Fig 4. Simulated and experimental gate characteristics. 

the solution at a specific grid point in the spatial 
discretization and i represents the i th frequency. 

The god of the analysis is to find the quasi Fourier 
coefficients vki, nk, , and pkr such that the semiconductor 
partial Merential equations are satisfied. Once those 
coefficients (i.e. harmonics) for the basic variables are 
computed. the conduction current and displacement current 
can be computed at the device terminals. 

To include the circuit components in the device simulation 
they are reduced to a set of boundary condition equations. 
Fig. 5 shows a PISCES device surrounded by an arbitrary 
linear network. By assuming unknown voltages and currents 
at the electrodes of the device, the relationship among those 
voltages and currents are computed (2). For large signal AC 
analysis, the boundary conditions become complex and are 
calculated at each frequency. The Vapplied vector contains the 
source vector at DC and the fundamental frequencies. It is 
zero for the generated harmonics since the surrounding 
circuity is linear and hence, generates no new harmonics. 

G(Vapp l j ed  - V d e v i c e )  - ‘(v, nj P) = 0 (2) 
Cicuit boundary conditions and hamonic balance 

simulation are integrated with PISCES as shown in Fig. 6. 
PISCES calls the circuit boundary condition routines to 
generate the equations from a SPICE l i e  net list. It then calls 
the harmonic balance solver passing the boundary conditions 
and PISCES state variables. The harmonic balance solver 
uses the PISCES assembly routines to generate the Jacobian 
and RHS at each frequency for each iteration. Once the 
convergence criteria is met, the solution is passed back to 
PISCES which calls a circuit solver to get the complete 
solution. 
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Fig 5. PISCES device surrounded by an arbitrary linear circuit 
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Input Power (dbm) 

Fig7. Experimental values for power gain and power added 
efficiency. 

Input Power (dbm) 

Fig 8. Simulated values for power gain and power added efficiency. 

criteria are the power gain and the power added efficiency as 
shown in Fig. 7. The gain rolls off at higher power levels 
(Pin> 15dbm) because the device operates in gm 
compression region and the output power is limited by the 
saturation current. The efficiency is low for a small Pin 
because the device drains more power in Class A operation. 
mciency increases until just after the gain starts to decrease. 
At this point, Pin approaches Pout resulting in very little 
power added to the input signal. 
The simulation results in Fig. 8 qualitatively follow the 

experimental results. Firther tuning of the mobility models, 
the device acDC characteristics, and the matching netmork 
would improve the agreement. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Harmonic balance device simulation is a powerful tool for 
analyzing many types of RF problems. Coupling the device 
simulation with circuit parasitics and circuitry extends the 
capabilities of the simulator to include not only the physical 
device but also extrinsic components that have bearing on the 
performance of the structure. This paper demonstrates the 
power of the tool by analyzing an LDMOS RF power 
transistor for gain and efficiency given parasitics. bias 
circuitry, and matching networks. 
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